
                                                  Pare of Handcuffs Spaceship 

          At present the spaceship industry looks like its building an escape pod.  That won't work, 
the idea is about food.  You're certainly gonna want to eat some meat.  Imagine a herd of cattle 
on a space ship, it's a disaster.  Now think about manatees, much easier to maintain this system.  
We could even keep the sirens behind a transparent wall that would allow for interaction and 
swimming opportunities.  Tunas in clear tubes along the passage ways for picking out or fishing 
for as you make way into the dining area.  On these personable passageways aboard ship we can 
have butterflys and small birds flying, over a long period of time this creates a much more 
interesting constantly varying, stimulating situation.  While bare, sterile hallways aboard a ship 
may be appropriate in some situations it's not what we want as representative of the convoy.  
Even though the first big ship should be a mining ship (so we can get materials from elsewhere to 
build more ships) it'd be built around a pump and pipe water system.  At least initially we could 
get the water from the surface of this planet. 

              The basis of proposed spaceship is a fresh water system and a salt water system linked 
together.  The terrestrial creatures aboard the ship can draw fresh water from the salty sea with 
reverse osmosis.  This could be viewed as one end of the salt water system and would create 
flow.  The terrestrials can use this water for drinking, bathing and growing food.  The waste 
water can be recycled at the waste water treatment facility which could be viewed as the 
beginning of the fresh water system upon deliverance into it.  This fresh water system (complete 
with things to eat) flowing towards salt water system with brackish harvestable situation between 
the two. 

              Also, one can see how a cistern entertainment aquarium fish production structural wall 
of thE manual home or a dam house on the surface lends itself to life aboard a vessel.  It's good 
practice.  It appears the most likely thing to power the off surface vessels/space ships is nuclear 
and/or atomic, at least initially and we probably are gonna have to spin the thing about to 
simulate gravity.  This's the basic ship and we're handcuffed to it although “the truth shall set you 
free” (the knowledge of the dam pump and pipe rue on the surface will be the truth that propels 
you off surface for all time) John 8:32. Punch a hole in the dams on the rivers so we can start 
building them. 

 

   


